MAINTENANCE TANK RECYCLE KITS
FOR
EPSON WIDE FORMAT PRINTERS
These kits enable owners of Epson Pro wide format printers to recycle the maintenance
tanks used on these printers. This not only saves around 50% compared to continually
buying new tanks, but is also kinder to the environment with less plastic ending up in
land fills. A tank can be recycled many hundreds of times, and the simple process takes
about 5 minutes. There are three recycle kits available - WTK.KIT, WTK9700.KIT, and
WTK9900.KIT contain a chip resetter that resets the tank’s chip to empty along with
enough absorbent wadding to recycle a tank three times. Once a user has purchased
the initial kit and they have the resetter (which works many hundreds of times), then
further wadding is purchased with WTK.SET, a kit that contains three sets of wadding
only. The WTK.KIT kit works with the tanks used on the Epson Pro 4000, 4800, 4880,
7600, 7800, 7880, 9600, 9800, 9880, 10000, and 10600. The WTK9700.KIT kit works
with the tanks used on the Epson Pro 7700 and 9700. The WTK9900.KIT is for the
Epson Pro 7890, 7900, 9890, and 9900. The five steps below explain the simple
process of recycling a tank.

STEP 1
Remove the tank form the printer and, using a small flat blade screwdriver, un-clip the top of the
tank.

STEP 2
Remove and dispose of the used wadding from the tank. The wadding will be saturated in waste
ink, and each kit contains a pair of gloves and disposal bags for this purpose.

STEP 3
Insert a new set of the absorbent wadding into the tank.

STEP 4
Snap the tank lid back in place.

STEP 5
Place the chip resetter onto the tank chip by lining up the seven pins on the resetter with the seven
chip contacts. By gently pushing the resetter onto the chip, a light on the resetter will flash red for
a few seconds and the turn green to indicate that the chip has been reset. The tank is now ready
to be re-used.
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